With the distribution of speech technology products all over the world, the portability to new target languages becomes a practical concern. As a consequence our research focuses on the question of how to port LVCSR systems in a fast and efficient way. More specifically we want to estimate acoustic models for a new target language using speech data from varied source languages, but only limited data from the target language. For this purpose we introduce different methods for multilingual acoustic model combination and a polyphone decision tree specialization procedure. Recognition results using language dependent, independent and language adaptive acoustic models are presented and discussed in the framework of our GlobalPhone project which investigates LVCSR systems in 15 languages. 
Introduction
The state of the art in large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) has advanced substantially for quite a number of languages. Recognition systems developed originally for one language have been successfully ported to several languages, including systems developed by IBM (Cohen et al., 1997) , Dragon (Barnett et al., 1996) , BBN (Billa et al., 1997) , Cambridge (Young et al., 1997) , Philips (Dugast et al., 1995) , MIT (Glass et al., 1995) , and LIMSI (Lamel et al., 1995) . The transformation of English systems to such diverse languages like German, Japanese, French, and Mandarin Chinese illustrates that speech technology generalizes across languages and that similar modeling assumptions hold for various languages.
To date, however, extensions have only been performed with well known languages for which large amounts of data are available. To build a recognizer, this data usually includes dozens of hours of recorded and transcribed speech. Unfortunately the assumption that large speech databases can be provided on demand does not hold for several reasons. Firstly, the collection of large databases requires a tremendous amount of time and resources. Secondly, more than 4000 languages exist in the world and about 10% are spoken by at least 100.000 native speakers and therefore might be of potential interest. Which of these languages are of interest for speech recognition applications can change very quickly with the political and economic situation. Finally, in some research areas like non-native speech recognition it is even not possible, for combinatorial reasons, to collect large databases.
As a consequence, our research has focused on the question of how to build a LVCSR system for a new target language using speech data from varied source languages, but only limited data from the target language.
For that purpose we first develop monolingual recognition engines on the basis of our recently collected GlobalPhone database in 15 languages. The term monolingual recognizer refers to a system which is designed to recognize speech from one language. The goal of creating monolingual recognizers in multiple languages is twofold: We want to investigate differences between languages and highlight resulting challenges for speech recognition in multiple (even less familiar) languages, and we explore systems in diverse languages as a starting point for our main focus, namely the adaptation to new target languages.
To achieve this goal we investigate multilingual LVCSR systems, i.e systems capable of simultaneously recognizing languages which have been presented during the training procedure. Particularly we define a global unit set which is suitable to cover 12 languages. Based on this global unit set we evolve and evaluate different techniques to combine the acoustic models of varied languages and call the resulting multilingual acoustic models language independent. These language independent acoustic models allow the data and model sharing of various languages to reduce the complexity and number of parameters of a multilingual LVCSR system. Furthermore, these models will be used as seed models for a new target language.
The statistical methods applied to speech and language modeling not only require hours of recorded and transcribed speech, but also pronunciation dictionaries and large text corpora. In our present research we focus mainly on acoustic modeling problems and assume that other resources are given in the target language. This is a reasonable assumption in the read newspaper domain since acquiring the training data for acoustic models is usually the most expensive part of a data collection.
Large corpora as well as dictionaries in many languages are distributed by several data consortia. For dictionaries this is actually true for 11 West-European languages, provided by ELRA in 1998 (ELRA, 2000 and in another 6 widespread languages provided by the LDC (LDC, 2000) . However, we are aware of the fact that appropriate large text material are, to date, only available in hundreds of languages and pronunciation dictionaries in some tens of the most spread and studied languages. In many languages only little or no written material is available nor in spontaneous spoken domain applications. Therefore, we want to stress here that we address only one aspect of language independent speech recognition, namely the language independent acoustic modeling issue.
As mentioned above, the goal of language independent modeling is the acoustic model combination suitable for a simultaneously recognition of all involved source languages. In contrast the goal of language adaptive modeling is the adaptation of preexisting models towards an optimal recognition of a new target language, using only limited adaptation data from this target language.
Given the data limitation we face two problems: one is to determine suitable seed models for the initialization of acoustic models in the target language and the second problem is the large phonetic mismatch between varied source languages and the target language when extending the phonetic context window for building context dependent acoustic models. Phoneme model of arbitrary context width are called polyphones. The use of large phonetic context windows has proven to increase the recognition performance significantly in the monolingual setting. Therefore, it seems natural to extend this idea to the multilingual setting as well. We approach the first problem by using language independent models as seed mod-els. In order to solve the second problem we introduce a procedure of adapting multilingual polyphone decision trees to a target language with very limited adaptation data. In summary we present techniques which enable us to set up a LVCSR recognition engine in a new target language by borrowing speech data from varied source languages but only limited data from the target language itself.
The GlobalPhone project
GlobalPhone is a project undertaken at the Interactive Systems Labs which investigates LVCSR in several languages. One goal of this project is the combination of monolingual recognizers into one multilingual engine, which can handle several languages at a time.
This concept requires a multilingual database suitable for LVCSR and a combined acoustic model that represents the sounds of all languages involved. In this section we present the multilingual GlobalPhone database and the global unit set which we developed in the framework of this project.
The GlobalPhone database
This database currently consists of read speech data for the languages Arabic, Chinese (Mandarin and Shanghai dialects), Croatian, German, Japanese, Korean, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Swedish, Tamil, and Turkish. Along with the English Wall Street Journal (WSJ0, distributed by LDC and French BREF (BREF-Polyglot sub-corpus, distributed by ELRA) databases, this covers 9 of the 12 most widespread languages of the world (a language rank classification can be found for example in Webster's (Webster, 1992) ). In each of the languages about 15-20 hours of high quality speech was collected, spoken by 100 native speakers per language.
Each speaker read several articles about political and economical topics chosen from national newspapers. All the newspapers are accessible via Internet, so that large text corpora for language modeling can be easily downloaded. Further details about the GlobalPhone project are given in . Table 1 gives the numbers of the GlobalPhone database.
While the total sum of 270 hours spoken speech is very high, the available data per language is small compared to monolingual databases usually used for the training of a LVCSR system. Throughout the experiments which will be described in the following we investigate ten of the reported languages with 80% of all speakers per language for training, 10% were used as a development set, and the remaining 10% for a test set.
Global Unit Set
Our research in language independent and adaptive LVCSR is based on the assumption that the articulatory representations of phonemes are so similar across languages that phonemes can be considered as units which are independent from the underlying language. Based on this assumption the language specific phoneme invento- 
Unit sharing across languages
We define the share factor × AE for a set of AE languages as the relation between the sum of language specific phonemes and the size of the global unit set, i.e. × AE gives the average number of languages sharing the phonemes of the global unit set:
1 polyphonemes should not be confused with polyphones 
The share factor is one, if no polyphonemes exist at all and AE, if each of the AE languages uses the identical phonetic inventory, i.e. ½ × AE AE.
In our case we have 485 language specific phonemes for 12 languages which are applied for the best monolingual systems reported in the next section. According to Table   2 this results in:
which implies that, on average, each phoneme of our global unit set is shared by 3 languages, this is a sharing rate of 25% given 12 languages. We also calculate the average share factor over all possible -tuples
and plot the result in Figure 1 . We find two main points: Firstly, the share factor increases with numbers of involved languages, but the increasing rate is much lower than expected. One reason might be the diversity of the languages. Secondly, the range of the share factor strongly depends on the involved languages, implying that the phoneme inventories of some languages are quite similar while others are not. We can see that, on average, the polyphonemes outnumber the monophonemes after 11 languages are included. This might be an indication that we have chosen too fine a partition of the phoneme set. Therefore, we experiment with broader unit classes, which reduce the global unit set up to 40% but as Figure   1 shows, the relation between polyphonemes and monophonemes is not affected significantly, i.e. the ratio of models which will share data of different languages can not be increased by broader partitions of the phoneme set. Since broader classes are contra-productive in terms of monolingual and multilingual speech recognition performance, we prefer fine unit classes instead.
Language dependent LVCSR
Based on the GlobalPhone database, we investigate monolingual large vocabulary continuous speech recognition systems in ten languages. For this purpose we use the same speech technology and even the same system architecture, preprocessing, and parameter size across all languages. During development we found a tremendous variation in language specificities.
Language differences
When comparing the word error rates of the resulting monolingual systems the language specificities have to be taken into account. Therefore, we will first discuss differences between languages and highlight the resulting challenges for speech recognition. Letter-to-sound relation Phonologic scripts are easier to handle than ideographic scripts in the speech recognition framework, as in many cases rule-based letter-to-sound mapping tools can be used to generate the pronunciation dictionary needed to guide recognition, while this is usually not possible for ideographic scripts. However, among the languages using alphabetic scripts, the letter-to-sound relation varies considerably. It ranges from nearly one-to-one relation such as for Turkish and for Slavic languages like Russian and Croatian up to languages such as English that requires complex rules and has many exceptions. For the languages using phonologic scripts we implemented letter-to-sound tools as described for Turkish (Ç arkı et al., 2000) or Korean (Kiecza et al., 1999) ; for languages with ideographic script we first built character conversion tools and derived the pronunciation in a second step from the converted strings like for Japanese or Chinese (Reichert et al., 1999) . German is the language with the highest consonants-tovowel ratio (60%), Portuguese the one with the lowest (50%).
Scripts

Sound system
To give a reliable measure of the acoustic difficulties of the languages, we calculated the phoneme-based recognition rate using a phoneme recognizer without any Segmentation Another issue is the segmentation of character strings into natural units. English or Spanish are languages which provides us with a natural segmentation into words which can conveniently be used as dictionary units for speech recognition. The words are long enough to differ from each other in a sufficient number of phonemes, but short enough to be able to cover most material with a reasonable number of different word forms that occur frequently. This is impor-tant for the statistical analysis required by the automatic learning processes that modern speech recognition systems rely on. But other languages lack an adequate segmentation. In Japanese and Chinese whole sentences are written in strings of characters without any spacing between adjacent words. In order to determine appropriate dictionary units, the strings of characters have to be segmented manually or by morphological analysis. Details about how we proceed with the segmentation of languages can be found in (Ç arkı et al., 2000; Reichert et al., 1999; Kiecza et al., 1999) .
Morphology Natural segmentation is one factor which influences the length of a word unit, the other one is the morphology. Languages like German build long word phrases by compounding nouns. Another group of languages, including Korean and Turkish, has a morphologic structure which provides for agglutination and suffixing. The inflection, derivation, and other relationships between words are expressed by constantly concatenating suffixes to the word stem. All these effects result in rapid growth of the number of word forms occurring in a text. As a consequence, poor recognition results are achieved when using a certain set of word forms as dictionary units for speech recognition, and many new word forms are encountered in unseen speech, giving a high Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV) rate for these languages. Table 3 gives the size of vocabulary and resulting OOVrates for ten languages. The OOV-rates differ significantly between these languages. For English we observed the lowest OOV-rates of 0.3% with 64K as well known from the literature. For Korean and Chinese OOV-rates down to 0% are achieved with a 64K vocabulary due to the applied segmentation. Whereas for Turkish we found 13.5% and up to 34% in the case of not segmented Korean word forms. 
LVCSR systems in 10 languages
We developed monolingual large vocabulary continuous speech recognition systems in ten languages using our Janus Recognition Toolkit (JRTk) .
Building speech recognition engines for so many languages is associated with considerable effort. Therefore, we tried to optimize the development procedure by automatization. The pronunciation dictionaries were generated by the above mentioned letter-to-sound mapping tools and the language models were calculated based on fully automatically downloaded text resources from the Internet. For the initialization of the acoustic models we applied our fast and efficient bootstrapping algorithm using a language dependent four-lingual phoneme pool .
For each language, the acoustic model consists of a fully continuous HMM system with 3000 sub-triphone and sub-quinphone models respectively. The term subpolyphone here refers to a polyphone which is divided into a begin, middle and end state. A mixture of 32 Gaussian components is assigned to each state. The Gaussians are on 13 Mel-scale cepstral coefficients with first and second order derivatives, power, and zero crossing rate. After cepstral mean subtraction a linear discrimi-nant analysis reduces the input vector to 32 dimensions.
The sub-polyphone models are created by applying a decision tree clustering procedure which uses an entropy-based distance measure, defined over the mixture weights of the Gaussians, and a question set which consists of linguistically motivated questions about the phonetic context of a phoneme model (Finke and Rogina, 1997) . In each step of clustering the question giving the highest entropy gain is selected when splitting the tree node. The splitting procedure is stopped after reaching the predefined number of 3000 sub-polyphone models. 
Acoustic model combination
We introduce three different methods for acoustic model combination, the language separate ML-sep, the language mixed ML-mix, and the language tagged ML-tag combination method. Their performance is evaluated in a five-lingual setup for the languages Croatian, Japanese, Korean, Spanish, and Turkish. The evaluated systems applied the same preprocessing and acoustic modeling as the aforementioned monolingual systems, in particular the probability Ô´Ü × µ to emit Ü in state × is described by a mixture of Ã Gaussian components: Ô´Ü × µ È Ã ½ × AE´Ü × ¦ × µ. In the ML-sep combination method each languagespecific phoneme is trained solely with data from its own language, i.e. no data are shared across languages to train the acoustic models. The multilingual component of ML-sep is the feature extraction, since one global LDA-matrix is calculated taking all language-specific phoneme models as LDA classes. Context dependent models are created by applying the described entropybased decision tree clustering procedure. Provided the above mentioned modeling of emission probabilities, the ML-sep combination method can be described as:
A schematic of the separate acoustic modeling method is shown in Figure 5 for the beginning state of phoneme "M". With the function ipa´× µ which returns the IPA-unit to which × belongs, we can describe the ML-mix model combination method as:
A schematic of the mixed acoustic modeling method is shown in Figure 6 Here each phoneme receives a language tag attached in order to preserve the information about the language the phoneme belongs to. ML-tag is similar to ML-mix in the sense that they both share all the training data and use the same clustering procedure. But for ML-mix the training data are only labelled by phoneme identity, whereas for ML-tag the training data is labelled by both phoneme and language identity. The clustering procedure is extended by introducing questions about the language and language groups to which a phoneme belongs. The Gaussian components are shared across languages as in the ML-mix method but the mixture weights are kept separately. Therefore, the relative importance of phonetic context and language membership is resolved during the clustering procedure by a data-driven method. The MLtag combination method can be described as:
We start with 650,000 different sub-quinphones defined over the five languages and create two fully continuous systems, ML-tag3000 with 3000 models, and MLtag7500 with 7500 models, the latter one being of the same size as five monolingual systems each having 1500 models.
Simultaneous recognition
We explore the usefulness of our modeling approach by comparing the recognition performance of the monolingual case with the performance which is achieved by the resulting systems from the ML-sep, ML-tag, and MLmix combination method. The experiments are done for the five languages Croatian, Japanese, Korean, Spanish and Turkish. The comparison focus on the purpose of simultaneously recognizing these languages which are involved for training the multilingual acoustic models.
First we compare the monolingual system to the system ML-sep which only differs in the multilingual LDA.
Compared to the monolingual case the multilingual LDA When we compare the combination methods to each other we found that the system ML-tag3000 outperforms the mixed system ML-mix3000 in all languages by an average of 5.3% (3.1% -8.7%) error rate. Since the collection of the GlobalPhone speech data is uniform in terms of recording and channel conditions we draw the conclusion that preserving the language information achieves better results with respect to simultaneous recognition.
The ML-tag3000 system reduces the model size to 40% compared to the monolingual case (3000 vs 5x1500 models), resulting in a 3.1% performance degradation on average (1.2% -5.0%). However, not all of the degradation can be explained by the reduction of parameters. This can be derived from the comparison between the monolingual systems and ML-tag7500. We still observe an average performance gap of 1.1% (0.3% -2.4%) when comparing the acoustic modeling with respect to simultaneous recognition of the relevant source languages. The finding coincides with other studies (Bonaventura et al., 1997; Cohen et al., 1997; Köhler, 1998) . A detailed description of these experiments can be found in (Schultz and Waibel, 1998a) .
Analysis of language questions
In this section we describe the pertinence of language information coded in the acoustic models. For this purpose we take the polyphone decision tree of ML-tag. 
Language adaptive acoustic modeling
Currently an important cost factor for developing The term cross-language transfer refers to the technique of using a recognition system on a new language without having ever seen any training data of the language in question. Research in this area investigates whether cross-language transfer between two languages of the same family performs better than across family borders (Constantinescu and Chollet, 1997) , and whether the number of languages used for training the original acoustic transfer models influences the performance on the target language (Gokcen and Gokcen, 1997; Schultz and Waibel, 1998b) . Some results indicate a relation between language similarity and cross-language performance (Bub et al., 1997; Constantinescu and Chollet, 1997) . Furthermore, others (Bub et al., 1997) and our experiments have clearly shown that multilingual transfer models outperform monolingual ones (Schultz and Waibel, 1998a ).
In the language adaptation technique, an existing recognizer is adapted to the new target language using very limited training data. Ongoing research (Wheatley et al., 1994; Köhler, 1998; Schultz and Waibel, 1998c) concentrates on two issues: The amount of adaptation data needed to get reasonable results and finding suitable acoustic models to start from. As expected, the language adaptation performance is strongly related to the amount of data used for adaptation. Wheatley et al. demonstrate that the number of training speakers is more critical than the number of training utterances (Wheatley et al., 1994) .
We investigate the issue of finding suitable initial models, comparing the effectiveness of multilingual acoustic models to monolingual models (Schultz and Waibel, 1998c) . Once more our conclusion match those of other studies (Köhler, 1998) ; i.e. multilingual models outperform monolingual ones (Schultz and Waibel, 1998c) .
The key idea in the bootstrapping approach is to initialize the acoustic models of the target language recognizer using seed models developed for other languages. After this initialization step, the resulting system is completely rebuilt using large amounts of training data from the target language. We had already applied this approach in earlier studies (Osterholtz et al., 1992) to boot-strap a German recognizer from English. Wheatley et al. (Wheatley et al., 1994) proved that cross-language seed models achieve lower word error rates than flat starts or random models. Recently, we demonstrated the usefulness of a global unit set and multilingual acoustic models as seed models .
Previous approaches for language adaptation have been limited to context independent acoustic models. Since for the language dependent case wider contexts increase recognition performance significantly, we investigate whether such improvements extend to the multilingual setting. The use of wider context windows raises the problem of phonetic context mismatch between source and target languages. To measure this mismatch we define the coverage coefficient. In order to approach the mismatch problem we introduce a method for polyphone decision tree adaptation.
Phonetic context mismatch
We define the coverage coefficient AE´ÄÌ µ of the target language Ä Ì to be: In the following we will apply the polyphone decision tree specialization procedure to adapt the multilingual recognition engine to the target language Portuguese.
To examine how well the 46 Portuguese phonemes and resulting polyphones are covered by a given language pool, we calculated the coverage with respect to the global unit set (without Portuguese). The coverage indicates how well a generic polyphone decision tree fits to the target language Portuguese. The percentage coverage ´ÈÓµ ¢ ½¼¼ is plotted in Figure 10 for context width zero (monophones), one (triphones) and two (quinphones). The calculation of plotted coverage proceeds as follows: We select the language among all pool languages which achieves the highest coverage for Portuguese. Then we remove this language from the pool and calculate the coverage between Portuguese and each language pair resulting from the combination of removed language plus remaining pool language. The procedure is repeated for triples and so forth. Thus in each step we determine the language which maximally complements the polyphone set.
As expected, the coverage decreases dramatically for wider contexts. With a nine language pool (Russian and Swedish are not involved), the coverage of Portuguese monophones achieves 91%, drops to 73% for triphones and to 47% for quinphones. After incorporating the three main contribution languages the coverage for monophones cannot be increased any further. When enlarging the context width to one, coverage saturates after four languages. For a context width of two we observed that at least five languages contribute to the quinphone coverage rate. Therefore, we expect that increasing the context width requires more languages.
We experiment with removing the main contribution languages from the pool, i.e. we remove one of the languages Spanish, Croatian and French. Removing Spanish could nearly be compensate by German plus Croatian, and vice versa. This indicates that these three languages cover similar portions of the Portuguese polyphone set. It is not possible to compensate for the removal of French by including other languages as French provides unique polyphones not found elsewhere. In this case the missing phonemes are nasal vowels which are frequent in Portuguese. We conclude from this observation that, when designing a language pool for adaptation purposes, it is more critical to find a complementary set of languages than to cover a large number of languages. Calculating the polyphone coverage across languages helps to determine a complementary language set. Table 4 summarizes the triphone coverage for 10 languages. The coverage of triphone types is given in the upper row, of triphone occurrences in the lower row.
For example 33.6% of Japanese triphone occurrences are covered by German triphones, whereby 22.3% of the triphone types are responsible for this coverage rate. On the other hand only 19.5% of all German triphone occurrences are covered by Japanese triphones. This effect is due to the Japanese phonotactics which only allow consonant vowel combinations but no consonant clusters.
From analyzing the coverage in Figure 10 and Table 4 we draw the conclusion that a polyphone decision tree, even build on several languages, can not be applied successfully to a new language without adaptation. 
Polyphone decision tree specialization
In order to overcome the problem of the observed mismatch between represented context in the multilingual polyphone decision tree and the observed polyphones in the new target language, we propose the Polyphone Decision Tree Specialization (PDTS) procedure. In PDTS the clustered multilingual polyphone decision tree is adapted to the target language by restarting the decision tree growing process according to the limited adaptation data available in the target language (Schultz, 2000) . 
Comparative experiments
In the following experiments we investigate the benefit of the acoustic model combination and the polyphone decision tree specialization (PDTS) for the purpose of adaptation to the Portuguese language. The above-described five-lingual recognition systems are ported to Portuguese using different amounts of data. We assume that a Portuguese dictionary as well as the recordings and transcriptions of some spoken utterances are given. The dictionary mapping is done according to an heuristic IPAbased mapping approach (Schultz and Waibel, 1998c) . A subset of 300 utterances from 10 test speakers is used to carry out the experiments. The test dictionary has about 7300 entries, the OOV-rate is set to 0.5% by including the most common words of the test set into the dictio- (Leggetter and Woodland, 1995) , and Boot refers to the iterative procedure: creating alignments, Viterbi training, model clustering, training, and writing improved alignments. The item Tree describes the origin of the polyphone decision tree: '-' refers to context independent modeling, LI is the generic language independent polyphone decision tree of system ML-mix3000, LD is the language dependent tree which is built exclusively on Portuguese data, and PDTS refers to the adapted LI polyphone tree after applying PDTS.
The Golden line
In the best case we have an entire database for the target language containing dozens of hours of recorded and transcribed speech together with a dictionary and large text corpora. The performance which can be achieved based on such knowledge sources represents our golden line. To determine this golden line we train a Portuguese systems with 16.5 hours of spoken speech from the GlobalPhone database and test the final system based on the aforementioned dictionary and language model. The resulting Portuguese system (SystemId S14) achieves a word error rate of 19.0%. In the following experiments we explore how close we can get to this number by applying the above-defined methods.
Transfer procedure
According to our finding that language independent models outperform language dependent ones when using them as seed models for a new target language and the fact that the ML-mix combination method performs better than ML-tag for cross-language transfer, we use ML-mix3000 as the basis system for the adaptation to Portuguese. We start with exploiting the effect of different transfer procedures as summarized in Table 5 . The systems S1 and S2 represent the cross-language transfer approach for context-dependent (CD) and context-independent (CI) modeling respectively. For these systems only the data of the five source languages has been applied for training the acoustic models, no adaptation is performed before decoding the Portuguese speech. Overall, this leads to poor results; the context independent system (S2) slightly outperforms the context dependent system (S1), therefore, the initial alignments are written with system S2. These initial alignments of 15 minutes Portuguese speech are used for adaptation, which leads to 17.4% word error rate reduction in the context independent (S2 S4), and to 30.7% word error rate reduction in the context dependent case (S1 S6).
The improvement through context dependent modeling (S4 S6) indicate that the language independent polyphone tree covers some parts of Portuguese phonotactics. However, system S3 which results from the iterative bootstrapping procedure on the same adaptation data, outperforms system S6, i.e. a system with a polyphone decision tree build solely on Portuguese data achieves better results than a system with a non-adapted generic polyphone decision tree trained from various languages, provided that 15 minutes of adaptation data are available.
Acoustic model training
We compare the training methods which have been applied to the acoustic models. Viterbi refers to one iteration of Viterbi training along the given alignments, MLLR is the Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression.
Although, MLLR was originally designed for speaker adaptation, the results in Table 6 show that it can be successfully applied to language adaptation. Provided that 15 minutes of Portuguese speech are given for adaptation, MLLR outperforms the Viterbi training by 4.4%. 
PDTS
Next we investigate the effect of specializing the polyphone decision tree according to the proposed PDTS procedure. We compare the PDTS specialized polyphone tree (S10) to non-adapted language independent trees (S6, S8) and to language dependent trees which are trained solely on Portuguese adaptation material (S3, S9). The results are summarized in Table 7 for 15 minutes and 25 minutes adaptation data respectively. The language independent polyphone trees are outperformed by the language dependent ones if no tree specialization is applied. The performance difference increases from 6.8% to 19.2% after the amount of adaptation data is extended to 25 minutes. However, the PDTS adapted tree (S10) significantly outperforms even the language dependent tree in system S9 by 11.9% which means that the knowledge and phonotactics of several languages stored in the polyphone decision tree can be transfered successfully to a new target language.
Adaptation data
The phonetic alignments of the Portuguese adaptation utterances are initially created by the multilingual recognition system S2 (initial alignments). In order to accelerate our adaptation process we create improved phonetic alignments which we assume to be available (good alignments). Furthermore, we evaluate the effect of extending the adaptation data, from 15 to 25, then to 45, and finally to 90 minutes of spoken speech. Improving the alignment quality decreases the word error rate by 13.2% as can be seen from Table 8 . Nearly doubling the amount of adaptation data gives 16.6% and 12.5% improvement, whereas we achieved 7.1% by doubling the number of adaptation speakers, reported in Table 9 . Further extension of the number of speakers did not lead to any improvements. 6.6. Résumé Figure 13 summarizes the word error rates on the Portuguese language for all above-described systems. As expected the recognition of Portuguese speech on the fivelingual recognizer ML-mix is poor when no adaptation is performed (S1, S2). System S2 is used to write initial phonetic alignments for adapting the context independent multilingual system (S4) and the context dependent system by Viterbi training (S5) and MLLR (S6 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12 S13 S14 We obtain a significant performance boost from improving alignments (S6 S7) and doubling the amount of adaptation data (S7 S8). While the bootstrapping approach leads to 32.8% (S9), applying the PDTS method leads to a significant improvement of 12% (S9 S10) achieving 28.9% word error rate. This result shows that knowledge from other languages can successfully be adapted to the target language. By extending the amount of adaptation data we achieve another improvement to 24.1% word error (S10 S11). Doubling the number of speakers results in 22.4% error rate (S11 S12). Finally we reach 19.6% word error rate applying the PDTS method based on 90 minutes adaptation data (S13). This result compares to 19.0% word error rate of our golden line (S14) given a large Portuguese database of 16.5 hours training data. The complete adaptation procedures runs on a 300MHz SUN Ultra and takes only 3-5 hours real-time.
Summary and Conclusion
In this article we addressed language dependent, language independent, and language adaptive acoustic modeling for read speech recognition using a high number of different languages. Based on the multilingual GlobalPhone database we built monolingual LVCSR systems for ten languages and highlighted language differences and the resulting challenges for speech recognition. Several methods were introduced to combine the language dependent acoustic models to language independent ones. The latter allow data and model sharing across languages and were applied for simultaneous recognition in a compact language independent LVCSR system.
Provided that speech databases are limited in general, we approached the problem of porting acoustic models to a new target language by borrowing models and data from various languages but using only a limited amount of adaptation data from the target language. We explored the relative effectiveness of language independent acoustic models with a wider context in combination with a polyphone decision tree specialization (PDTS) method.
The PDTS method gave 12% relative improvement compared to a recalculation of a language specific polyphone tree and 28% compared to a non specialized multilingual polyphone tree. In summary, we achieved 19.6% word error rate when adapting language independent acoustic models to the Portuguese language using only 90 minutes of spoken Portuguese speech. This compares to 19.0% of a full trained system on 16.5 hours of spoken Portuguese speech. The adaptation procedures runs on a 300MHz SUN Ultra and takes only 3-5 hours real-time.
As a consequence the introduced techniques allow to set up LVCSR systems in a new target language without the need of large speech databases in that language. In combination with the letter-to-sound mapping tools and a full automatically downloading of text resources from the Internet, LVCSR systems in read speech could be developed very efficiently.
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